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671 Extra Ergolift

FEATURES

Visit Extra Ergolift website  

Extra Ergolift is the powered version of Extra track assisted stair chair with the same main structural features: lightweight aluminium alloy
frame, rear bar and front telescopic handles, practical covered armrests and frontal turnable footrest, long and high-grip sliding tracks which
always allow to work on three steps and 4 wheels, two rear fixed Ø 200 mm and two front rotating Ø 125 mm diameter. The real innovation of
Extra Ergolift is given by the electric motor that moves the tracks up and down the stairs without any effort by the operator. The motor is
activated by a wireless console. The battery ensures an high autonomy and, in case of sudden discharging, this device will allow to safely
completing the service. Extra Ergolift loads up to 230 kg. It can be used under rain or adverse weather conditions.

Weight 32 kg.

28V battery
Autonomy: 18 ramps by 20 steps with a load of 130 kg
Charging time: max 1 hour

 

VIDEO MeBer EXTRA ERGOLIFT

 
VIDEO TUTORIAL

 

https://www.meber.it
/extraergolift/default-eng.aspx
/extraergolift/default-eng.aspx


 
 

 
 

 
 

MAIN FEATURES

 

Cardio

Max length (cm) 150
Length (cm) 84
Width (cm) 55
Height (cm) 104

Epaisseur pliée (cm) 29
Weight (kg) 32

Loading capacity (kg) 230
Material Aluminium alloy
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679
Narrow foldable sedan chair

Extra 670/BR
Track assisted stair chair with arms Extra Ergolift FX 675

Fixed frame powered Stair Chair
suitable for transportation

 



 
 

ACCESSORIES

 

612/AN-2/MEB
Adjustable thoracic abdominal belt
orange/black with MeBer band and

4 points fastening for self loading
stretchers and sedan chairs

612/N-2/MEB
Adjustable thoracic abdominal belt

black with MeBer band with 4
points fastening for self loading

stretchers and sedan chairs

975
“Ergolift fixing system” - Fixing
system for chair Extra Ergolift

12098
Black back rest and seat cushion

for Extra chair

671-001
Transpire, dust proof black nylon

cover for Extra Ergolift chair 12016-S
Phleboclysis stand (Extra chairs)

670-001
Orange/black head immobilizer for

Extra stair chair

930L
Seat in black embossed painted

aluminum for 670/BR and 671 extra
chairs

056L
Back in black embossed painted

aluminum for 670/BR and 671 extra
chairs

670-004
Castor with brake diam. 200 mm

for Extra chair

566
Black bag with 3 belts in 2 pieces

made of black ribbon with orange
MeBer logo for Extra chairs

171J
Removable left lever with

ergonomic handle for Extra chairs.

STANDARD ACCESSORIES

 

12092
Battery MILWAUKEE M28 RED 5,0

Ampere for Extra Ergolift chair

12090
Battery charger MILWAUKEE M28C
for rechargeable battery M28 RED

Extra Ergolift chair

566
Black bag with 3 belts in 2 pieces

made of black ribbon with orange
MeBer logo for Extra chairs

 


